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dictionary (£d=kR3n3r=). [ad. med.L. dictionarium or dictionarius (sc. 
liber) lit. ‘a repertory of dictiones, phrases or words’ (see diction) in F. 
dictionnaire (R. Estienne 1539), It. dizionario, Sp. diccionario.] 
  1. a. A book dealing with the individual words of a language (or 
 certain specified classes of them), so as to set forth their orthography, 
pronunciation, signification, and use, their synonyms, derivation, and 
history, or at least some of these facts: for convenience of reference, the 
words are arranged in some stated order, now, in most languages, alpha-
betical; and in larger dictionaries the information given is illustrated by 
quotations from literature; a word-book, vocabulary, or lexicon. 

The Oxford English Dictionary¹

The typographic design of English dictionaries developed over several 
centuries, and shows a remarkable continuity.² It is possible to find 
 editorial and design features in today’s dictionaries, such as encyclo-
pedic entries and illustrations, that can be traced back to their intro-
duction in the dictionaries of the seventeenth century. Typographic 
features, including the use of a multi-column page layout, and the 
 differentiation of the start of an entry by font and by indenting, go back 
to the very beginning of printed dictionaries. English dictionaries have 
always been printed books: the earliest that can truly be called an 
English dictionary, Robert Cawdrey’s A Table Alphabeticall, dates from 
1604. But dictionaries have changed their purposes, audiences, and 
means of production over four centuries, and typographic conventions 
and forms have developed to service these different needs. It is clear 
from comparisons of content that dictionary-makers borrowed, edited, 
and absorbed much material from their predecessors and rivals, clearly 
evaluating how it could be transformed to suit their purpose: it would 
therefore be reasonable to expect that developments in typographic 
presentation were regarded as significant by lexicographers, and that 
this field of publishing is one where typographic presentation is cer-
tainly not seen as accidental by the author.³ 

This paper considers the develop-
ment of a core set of typographic 
 conventions between 1604 and 1750; 
the development of more complex 
typographic solutions for the 
 scholarly lexicography that was fore-
shadowed by Johnson’s dictionary  
of 1755, and reached its zenith in  
the great national dictionaries of the 
nineteenth century, foremost the 
OED; and the effect on both lexicog-
raphy and typography of the compu-
terization of dictionary compilation 
and production since the 1960s.

Clearly defined
Continuity and innovation in the typography of  
English dictionaries

Paul Luna

1. Definition taken from the 1993 cd-rom 
of the second edition.

2. ‘The first recorded appearance of the 
word dictionary as such is dated 1526 by 
the OED; after that the word was used by 
Sir Thomas Elyot [The Dictionary of syr 
Thomas Eliot knyght, a Latin–English 
 dictionary] in 1538. The French word 
 dictionnaire seems to have been used for the 
first time by Robert Estienne [Dictionaire 
Francois-latin] in 1539.’ Béjoint 1994, p. 6.

3. Starnes and Noyes 1946 trace borrow-
ings and re-editing of previous English and 
Latin–English dictionaries throughout the 
period 1604–1750; Schäfer 1989 updates 
their work by providing a chronological 
bibliography and concordance of a much 
wider range of dictionaries and glossaries 
from 1475 to 1640. By comparing the com-
plete texts of these works, complex patterns 
of borrowing and absorption can be 
deduced. The Oxford University Press 
archives reveal editorial involvement in the 

minutiae of typography, for example in the 
choice of fonts for the sixth edition of the 
Concise Oxford Dictionary (1976). 
Correspondence from the typesetter 
(Clowes) concerning specimen setting of 
entries is addressed directly to the editor 
(John Sykes). Svensén 1993 describes typo-
graphic conventions in clear (if basic) 
terms, but does not appear to regard a fuller 
involvement with typography as a requisite 
of ‘practical lexicography’.
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As English dictionaries grew more complex, and attempted to 
express a wider range of information, they gradually exploited the 
development of fonts that differed from the norm to enhance their 
typographic articulation, the norm at first being black letter and later 
roman. Dictionary design has developed through its history by the 
general adoption of features from influential dictionaries – changes 
in conventions appear and then stabilize over the subsequent period. 
The adoption of italic, then small capitals, and much later bold and 
sans serif fonts, was slow – remarkably so in the adoption of bold types 
in the nineteenth century. Occasional use of sans serif types has been 
noted in the nineteenth century,⁴ but their general use has occurred 
only in the twentieth. But dictionaries always used types designed for 
other purposes: with the exception of fonts to explain pronunciation, 
no specific typographic variation of the basic roman letterform has 
been developed for use in dictionaries.⁵ 

The core set of typographic conventions used in dictionaries devel-
oped over the period of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 
These conventions were in place by the time of Samuel Johnson’s 
great Dictionary of the English Language, which was published in 1755. 
The mid-nineteenth century saw the development of an increasingly 
scientific approach to lexicography, and more complex typographic 
solutions were required for the great national dictionaries of the late 
nineteenth century, foremost the OED. The nineteenth century saw an 
interchange of ideas between British and American dictionaries, while 
the twentieth century saw a quite different approaches in the best- 
selling dictionaries of American and British publishers. Most recently, 
the practice of lexicography and dictionary typography has been 
deeply effected by the computerization of compilation and production 
that has developed since the 1960s. 

Describing dictionary structures

The French scholar Henri Béjoint has described the structure of dic-
tionaries from two standpoints, macrostructure and microstructure.⁶ 
The macrostructure is essentially a dictionary’s editorial scope, and is 
defined by its author’s knowledge, its intended readers’ expectations, 
and its publisher’s view of the market; it determines the list of words to 
be treated from the entire lexis of the language. The microstructure, 
essentially how the information about each word is organized, con-
cerns the detailed contents of each entry, and the scope and complexity 
of information that is given. Béjoint categorizes dictionaries by the 
degree to which their macrostructures and microstructures are either 
general (attempting to cover the whole lexis; presenting a range of 
information about each word) or specialized (restricting the word list 
to a particular set of words; concentrating on certain aspects of 
describing those words).

Béjoint’s terms can used to analyse a dictionary’s typography: the 
typographic features relating to macrostructure are those which assist 
location of the word or group of words that the user wishes to find out 
about, and enable the dictionary to be a practical physical tool given the 
amount of material it contains. The typographic features relating to 
the microstructure are those which enable the reader to discriminate 

4. Dictionary for the pocket: French and 
English, English and French (second edi-
tion, 1876), compiled, printed, and pub-
lished by John Bellows of Gloucester, 
makes use of sans serif type for headwords, 
but as part of a larger coding scheme. The 
font used for each headword indicates the 
part of speech and (for French nouns) 
 gender. French masculine nouns are set 
in sans serif capitals, feminine nouns in 
 seriffed capitals; English nouns in sans 
serif capitals; and all verbs and adjectives 
in seriffed lower-case. The sans serif used 
is relatively light in colour, and is not used 
to add boldness to the headword.

5. Of recently designed typefaces, only 
Lexicon (designed in 1992 by Bram de 
Does) was specially developed for diction-
ary setting. Lexicon was used in Het 
Grood Woordenboek der Nederlandse Taal 
(Utrecht: Van Dale, 1991).

6. Béjoint 1994, pp. 11–13.
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between the various categories and sequences of information that are 
given about the word(s). But it can be seen that these two categories 
overlap: decisions about size or font taken to facilitate look-up, or 
about the width of a column to fit a particular page size, will to a 
greater or lesser extent determine the possibilities for the discrimin-
ation of information within entries. Likewise, decisions about the 
degree to which material is broken into paragraphs, intended to 
 articulate microstructure, will affect the choices in typography 
 relating to navigation and access.

Early dictionaries had relatively specialized macrostructures, and 
very general, but undeveloped, microstructures. Their typographic 
requirements were therefore restricted to providing efficient look-up 
for a particular word and the effective coding of perhaps just two ele-
ments, the headword (definiens) and the text of the entry (definiendum).⁷ 
Their coverage was restricted to ‘hard’ words. The hard-word tradition 
was to provide synonyms for, rather than define, many words: it was 
not thought necessary to define common words in the  language. 

Monolingual dictionaries grew out of bilingual word lists or glos-
saries, ‘partial dictionaries’ based on the vocabulary of a particular text 
or subject, which were intended to aid the interpretation of hard 
words, particularly those derived from Latin and Greek. ‘When 
 reading Latin texts and encountering an unknown or difficult word, 
students in Old English times did what is common practice for any 
 foreign language learner: they scribbled explanations or translations of 
the hard words between lines or in the margins.’⁸ These explanations 
would either be in simpler Latin or in the vernacular. Scribes would 
copy these glosses with the manuscript text, and gradually collected 
together the glosses from various manuscripts, in the order in which 
they had been taken, to form glossaries. The next stage was alphabet-
ization, which transformed glossaries from explanations of a particular 
manuscript to word lists with a more general purpose: the Épinal 
Glossary from the seventh century is one of the first examples of 
this kind.⁹ 

Early typographic conventions: glossaries, schoolbooks, 
and dictionaries

The earliest typographic convention to be noted seems to be the estab-
lishment of the paragraph as the form for an entry, rather than a list 
structure, despite the fact that early vocabularies and dictionaries were 
often mere sequences of headwords and synonyms.¹⁰ Dictionary 
macro structure (and therefore typographic conventions concerned 
with look-up) appears to have been established before the development 
of microstructure. The base from which increasingly typographically 
complex printed dictionaries developed was plain indeed. In 1500 
Wynkyn de Worde printed the Ortus Vocabulorum (figure 1; a later 
printing by Robert Pynson is shown in figure 2), a Latin hard-word 
dictionary, and the first Latin–English vocabulary to be printed in 
England. There are few concessions to typographic structuring. The 
text is set in double column, and word look-up is assisted only by the 
headline, which provides information about the alphabetic sequence 
of entries in the column below, following the manuscript  tradition: ‘A’, 

7. To avoid ambiguities of usage the fol-
lowing terms are used: headword, a word 
that is part of the word list of the diction-
ary, and which appears, with some 
emphasis, at the start of each entry. Each 
entry usually consists of definitions (often 
divided into senses which are grouped by 
grammatical categories or parts of speech), 
pronunciations, etymologies (word origins), 
etc. The plain English text of the definition 
can be thought of as being surrounded 
and assisted by the dictionary’s metalan-
guage, its particular system for presenting 
hierarchical and contextual information, 
often in coded form. 

8. Stein 1985, p. 8.
9. ‘The Épinal Glossary, written in 

Anglo-Saxon England at the end of the 
seventh century, but now in Épinal, 
France, shows two alphabetical systems: 
a group of lemmas arranged in A-order 
according to the first letter of the alpha-
bet; and a second group in AB-order fol-
lowing immediately after each letter.’ 
Healey 1994.

10. That dictionary entries are usually 
contained in a single paragraph is implied 
by Béjoint: ‘Every single paragraph that 
constitutes an entry in a dictionary is 
headed by a short graphic sequence, the 
entry form, which is generally – but not 
necessarily – the object of the information 
contained in the entry.’ (Béjoint 1994, 
p. 17). The equivalence of the entry with 
the typographic form of the paragraph is 
not evident in major historical diction-
aries such as the OED, but it is still the 
norm in dictionaries of current English. 
Also indicating that linear reading of an 
entry is the norm, Béjoint quotes J. Rey-
Debove: ‘l’ensemble des informations 
ordoneés de chaque article, … et que se 
lisent horizontalement à la suite de l’en-
trée’ [emphasis added] (Etude linguistique 
et sémiotique des dictionnaires français 
 contemporains, The Hague: Mouton, 1971, 
p. 21).
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‘A ante B’, etc. Alphabetical sequence is observed, but it is not full 
alphabetization as we are accustomed to it today: early glossaries and 
vocabularies did not normally observe sequence strictly beyond the 
first two letters of a word.¹¹ Set entirely in black letter, there is no dif-
ferentiation at all between text and headword. This follows the form 
of Middle English vocabularies, which did not use a different hand-
writing for the Latin headword.¹² Each entry begins a new paragraph, 
but the start of each entry is not reinforced by indentation or spacing. 
Ortus Vocabulorum represents a survival of the manuscript  tradition of 
layout, but – as printed – lacks the use of colour by which the text of 
a manuscript would have been articulated.

English dictionaries developed in the Elizabethan and Jacobean 
period to fulfil a growing need. English, as well as combining existing 
forms to create new words, has ‘at all stages of its existence has added 
to its vocabulary by borrowings from other languages’.¹³ This expan-
sion of the vocabulary, and thus of the literary possibilities of the lan-
guage, was at its most dramatic in the sixteenth century. The debate 
about whether English was a legitimate vehicle for composition sub-
sided, and English became a subject of study in schools.¹⁴ Whereas 
medieval glossaries were concerned with words encountered in reli-
gious and theological texts, the Elizabethan period saw the coinage of 
thousands of new words, as both classical and new foreign learning 
were translated into English. Translators were forced to render new 
concepts in subjects such as botany or geometry either by new coinages 
based on existing English words, or by inventing new words formed 
on Latin roots. These new words needed to be explained to a wider 
audience, consequently dictionaries were immensely popular and 
met a genuine need at a time when the language was rapidly evolving. 

11. Healy 1994 cites Lloyd W. Daly 
(Contributions to the history of alphabetiza-
tion in antiquity and the middle ages. 
Brussels: Collection Latomus, 1967, p. 90) 
who suggests that absolute alphabetiza-
tion, a highly-refined system for filing 
a large number of words, required the 
notion of ‘slips’ for ordering the material. 
Daly was not able to find any positive evi-
dence from the material culture for the use 
of slips until after the early middle ages.

12. Stein 1985, p. 67.
13. Mathews 1933, p. 14. 
14. Peters 1966, pp. x–xi.

Figure 1. Ortus Vocabulorum,  
printed by Wynkyn de Worde, 1500. 
(fac simile, 48%)

Figure 2. Ortus Vocabulorum,  
printed by Robert Pynson, 1509.  
(48%)
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In 1616 one dictionary-maker described ‘the great store of strange 
words our speech doth borrow, not only from Latin, and Greeke, (and 
from the ancient Hebrew) but also from forraine vulgar Languages 
round about vs: beside sundry old words now growne out of vse, and 
diuers terms of art, proper to the learned in Logicke, Philosophy, Law, 
Physicke, Astronomie, etc.’¹⁵ At the beginning of the sixteenth century 
English was a backward language, compared to the Italian language 
with its literary achievements. William Caxton felt the need to apolo-
gize for his ‘rude’, ‘simple’, or ‘common’ English, yet some three gen-
erations later, Raphael Holinshed was able to write: ‘There is no one 
speache vnder the sun spoken in our time, that hath or can haue more 
variety of words and copie of phrases.’¹⁶ 

Early printed dictionaries were influenced by schoolbooks as well  
as glossaries. In 1596 Edmund Coote’s The English Schoole-maister  
(figure 3) followed an existing schoolbook pattern by including a 
vocabu lary along with a grammar, prayers, and catechism. It was inno-
vative in being solely concerned with English (rather than Latin) 
grammar, and the word list of its vocabulary was later absorbed into the 
first true English dictionary. This vocabulary section is a conventional 
list of 1,400 English hard words together with simple definitions, 
mostly a single synonym. As with Ortus Vocabulorum, each entry starts 
a new line, with no articulating indentation. Despite the book’s small 
format, the short entries allow double-column setting. But Coote does 
differentiate headword and definition, using antiqua (both roman and 
italic) for headwords and black letter for the definitions, the sequence 
of headword and synonym producing an alternating effect.¹⁷ The 
 antiqua naturally appears smaller than the black letter, because the face 
of the latter occupies a much greater proportion of the body, as well as 

Figure 3. Edmund Coote,  
The English Schoole-maister, 1596.  
(facsimile, 60%)

15. J. Bullokar, An English Expositor 
(1616), preface ‘To the Courteous Reader’, 
cited in Burchfield 1985, p. 82.

16. Schäfer 1989, p. 1.
17. ‘[A]l written with the Romain, as in 

(abba) are words taken from the Latine or 
other learned languages, those with the 
Italicke letter as (abandon) are French 
words made English: those with the 
English letter, are meerely English, or 
from some other vulgar tongue.’ E. Coote, 
The English Schoole-maister (1596), 
‘Directions for the unskilfull’, p. 73.
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having a heavier overall stroke weight. To modern eyes the greater 
apparent interlinear space between the antiqua headwords aids vertical 
scanning: the black letter words, stacked directly above one another, 
appear knitted together. An earlier bilingual dictionary, William 
Thomas’s Principal Rules of the Italian Grammar, published in London 
in 1550, also uses italic for the Italian headwords, and black letter for the 
English explanations, using fonts appropriate for each language. The 
entries are longer than Coote’s, and the text is set in a single column. 

The first English dictionaries

In the use of an alternation of fonts, despite its simple structure, Coote 
is the immediate predecessor of Robert Cawdrey’s A Table Alpha-
beticall, the first English dictionary, printed by Edmund Weaver and 
published in London in 1604 (figure 4). Cawdrey, who had taught at the 
grammar school at Okeham [Oakham] in Rutland, described his work 
as ‘conteyning and teaching the true writing and vnderstanding of hard 
vsuall English wordes, borrowed from Hebrew, Greeke, Latine, or 
French, &c.’ A small octavo, set in single column, it includes 2,500 hard 
words with ‘brief definitions, some of them mere synonyms’.¹⁸ The 
headwords are set in roman, with no initial capitalization, the entry text 
in black letter. Again, the face of the black letter is very much larger on 
the body that that of the roman. Cawdrey uses a hanging indent: while 
the use of black letter for the text of entries had no future, the hanging 
indent did. But the usefulness of the hanging indent in allowing the 
reader to scan the column vertically for the starts of entries would only 
become fully apparent when entries were considerably longer.

In other features, Cawdrey’s dictionary is still undeveloped. It has 
no division of senses or organization of meanings within the entries. 
Whereas words are coded according to origin with § (for French) or 
g (for Greek), the § marks are placed at the start of the line, disrupting 
the vertical alignment of the headwords. Burchfield points out that its 
‘casualness about consistency was not regarded as a fault. Some defined 
words begin with a capital, others do not; abettors appears in the plural 
form, the other nouns in the singular; the glosses to abbut and abet lead 
with the particle to, those for Abandon and Abash do not. Strict alpha-
betical order is not maintained, and one definition is made to suffice for 
abbreuiat and abbridge. The entry for aberration is given twice.’¹⁹ Coote 
had included ‘directions for the vnskilfull’, explaining how to use the 
alphabet, an idea that Cawdrey took over almost unchanged (Coote was 
also a source for his word list). These directions advised the reader to 
learn whether letters came ‘as (b) neere the beginning, (n) about the 
middest, and (t) toward the end,’ but only ordering based on the first 
two letters was described. In fact dictionaries up to the time of Samuel 
Johnson disregarded strict alphabetization for a variety of reasons: the 
desire to put a base form before derivatives, or to pair synonyms, or 
because of unsettled spelling and printers’ apparent disregard for 
authors’ orthography.²⁰

The more normal alternation of italic as the font for headwords  
(with initial capitals) combined with roman as the font for the rest of 
the entry text appears in John Bullokar’s An English Expositor (1616)  
(figure 5). Bullokar returns to an indented paragraph style for entries. 

18. Starnes & Noyes 1946, p. 1.
19. Burchfield 1985, pp. 78–79.
20. Osselton 1995, pp. 117–126. Ossleton 

ascribes some ‘disturbance’ in Cawdrey to 
the printer’s preferences: ‘The entry for 
impacience occurs after (not before) impart. 
This suggests that Cawdrey’s intention  
was impatience, but that his printer put in a 
form more familiar to him without adjust-
ing the alphabetical sequence. Both  
spellings were equally current in the early 
seventeenth century. … Such cases pro-
vide a nice illustration of an early lexicog-
rapher unable to control his printer.’ 
(pp. 118–19).
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The italic is reasonably effective as a headword signal because there is 
so little other italic matter on the page, but with many short entries, the 
indentation provides a stronger cue to the start of a new entry than the 
headword font. The use of a capital to start the definition proper also 
reduces the value of the italic headword, because the roman capitals 
used are much larger than the italic capitals. Bullokar developed and 
extended his definitions, which were more detailed than Cawdrey’s. 
Bullokar cited authorities for his assertions, though these should not 
be confused with the illustrative quotations of Johnson’s dictionary or 
subsequent historical dictionaries. Rather, ‘he frequently specifies in 
his definitions to what profession or special field of knowledge a term 
belongs. He is thus the first compiler of an English dictionary to indi-
cate the department in which a term applies.’²¹ These can be seen as 
a precursor of the various indicators which dictionary compilers were 
to develop to account for meanings relating to particular disciplines or 
activities, and which either indicate that the word belongs to the tech-
nical vocabulary of the subject or help the reader disambiguate words 
with multiple senses.²² Bullokar does not differentiate them typo-
graphically, however, and thus they cannot instantly be seen as part of 
the microstructure of the entry. Current terminology would describe 
these as subject-field labels:

Enthymeme. A terme of Logicke. It signifieth an imperfect 
 syllogisme …²³

Figure 4. Robert Cawdrey,  
A Table Alpha beticall, 1604.  
(90%)

Figure 5. John Bullokar.  
An English Expositor, 1616.  
(90%)

21. Starnes & Noyes 1946, p. 21. 
22. Svensén 1993, p. 183.
23. Cited in Starnes & Noyes 1946, p. 22.
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The next significant dictionary was Henry Cockeram’s The English 
Dictionarie (1623, printed by Edmund Weaver, who had been Cawdrey’s 
printer) (figure 6). Cockeram’s was the first English dic tionary to 
include that word in its title. Its presentation followed the pattern of 
Bullokar’s, with indented italic headwords and definition text in 
roman, but unlike Cawdrey’s and Bullokar’s it was divided into parts 
in the manner of the earlier schoolbooks (hard words; vulgar words; 
natural history). 

Thomas Blount, who in 1656 published Glossographia (figure 7), 
advertised as having etymologies, definitions, and historical observa-
tions, is regarded as the ‘first lexicographer in a purely English 
 dictionary to attempt etymology of words’.²⁴ Glossographia’s page is 
two-column, and there is a box rule around the whole page, and a rule 
below the headline. Importantly, it saw a return to black letter, but this 
was used for setting of headwords rather than text: Blount, unlike 
Cawdrey, used roman for definition text. Headwords are indented, 
and take an initial capital. Blount reverted to the simpler style of 
 starting the definition with a lower-case letter, which does not detract 
from the strength of the headword. The large face of the black letter 
headwords gives an excellent colour contrast with the surrounding 
roman. The use of black letter not only provided more clearly differen-
tiated headwords, but also allowed italic to be used as a secondary vari-
ant to the roman more effectively. Blount used italic for cited words 
and for  foreign words. Etymologies – either the original foreign word 
or an abbreviation indicating the original language – were set within 

Figure 6. Henry Cockeram.  
The English Dictionarie, 1623.  
(80%)

24. Starnes & Noyes 1946, p. 46.
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parentheses immediately after the headword, and this became the 
 standard position for this information. These etymologies are, from 
a modern perspective, basic and often fanciful. 

Blount cited his debt to the compilers of previous dictionaries more 
plainly than previous dictionary-makers.²⁵ In doing this, Blount  ad- 
   mitted the accretive nature of dictionary making: while dictionaries are 
sometimes said to plagiarize each other, the process of borrowing and 
development can better be seen as ‘the whole lexicographic community 
working together, over several centuries, to achieve definitions that 
best capture the conventional understanding of the meaning of each 
word’.²⁶ Blount also cited authors or works (mainly the Bible and legal 
statutes) as authorities for some of the words he included. But this was 
still a long way from the systematic use of illustrative quotations that 
was a major part of Samuel Johnson’s contribution to lexico graphy.

Blount’s most obvious innovation lay in his use of woodcut illus-
trations (figure 8): ‘Blount … includes in 687 octavo pages just two 
illustrations, for the heraldic terms canton and gyron. For the fourth 
edition (London, 1674) Blount added a third illustration, of bend; in 

Figure 7. Thomas Blount. 
Glossographia, 1656. (facsimile, 90%)

25. Mathews 1933, p. 21.
26. Patrick Hanks, personal communica-

tion to author, 2000.

Figure 8. Glossographia, details of 
illustrations for canton and gyron.  
(facsimile, 90%)
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the next edition (London, 1681) he added yet another, of chevrons.’²⁷ 
These were the first illustrations in a printed English dictionary, but a 
manuscript vocabulary of the fifteenth century known as the Pictorial 
vocabulary included ‘engagingly simple drawings … for example a 
heart pierced by an arrow, a dog on a lead, a head severed by a sword … 
a bell, a horse with a saddle and a stirrup, a dragon, a spade, and a 
scythe – agreeable additions to an otherwise unnoteworthy assemblage 
of words.’²⁸ Blount’s focus on heraldry is not surprising: heraldry is a 
system that can be regarded as rhetorical as well as graphic, therefore 
suitable for inclusion in a dictionary.²⁹ Furthermore these illustrations 
were easy to combine with text: the stylized nature of heraldic illustra-
tion lends itself to monochrome woodcut illustrations.

As dictionary entries grew wordier and more encyclopedic, the lack 
of variant alphabets to differentiate the microstructure becomes appar-
ent. Edward Phillips’s The New World of English Words (1658, figure 9) 
shows how the value of italic for headwords is diluted when other items 
are also set in italic. This loss of visibility is reinforced by the indented 
start to each entry. Phillips, whose title-page boasts ‘significations of 
Proper Names, Mythology, and Poetical Fictions, …’ also uses italic 
for all the many proper names. Phillips’s printer (E. Tyler) is also errat-
ic in the style for etymological labels: these are set in parentheses after 
the headword, sometimes roman, sometimes italic, sometimes spelt 
out in full, sometimes abbreviated.

Elisha Coles’s An English Dictionary (1676, figure 10) was based on 
Phillips, but much reduced the length of entries, many to merely head-
word plus synonym, enabling a three-column layout. Coles also used 
indented italic headwords, noticeably lighter in weight than the follow-
ing roman definitions. Two features which do not improve the effec-
tiveness of the presentation are the reduction of etymological labels 
from Phillips’s full forms in parentheses to lower-case abbreviations, 
e.g. l. [Latin], h. [Hebrew], and the tendency of the definitions proper 
to start with an initial cap (Phillips, like Blount, had used lower case). 
A late use of black letter for headwords is seen in John Kersey’s 
Dictionarium Anglo-Britannicum (1708), an abridgement of Kersey’s 
own reworking of Phillips’s New World of English Words of 1706. 

Developing conventions for more complex dictionaries

Nathan Bailey (d. 1742) can be seen as a link between the schoolmaster- 
lexicographers of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and the 
professional dictionary-makers who came after Johnson. An author of 
Latin textbooks and translations, he published three major dictionaries 
with a complicated and overlapping publishing history: An Universal 
Etymological English Dictionary (1721), The Universal Etymological 
English Dictionary (1727), a supplement of the former with encyclope-
dic material and illustrations, and the Dictionarium Britannicum (1730), 
a folio amalgamation of the two octavo dictionaries, substantially illus-
trated, and the ‘most complete work of English lexicography before 
Johnson’.³⁰

Three typographic features of Bailey’s 1727 dictionary (figure 11) 
were influential and became the normal style for later dictionaries: 
indented, all-capital headwords, the style copied by Johnson and later 

27. Hancher 1992, pp. 1–2.
28. Burchfield 1985, p. 79. See Stein 

1985, pp. 66–73 for a discussion of the text 
of the Pictorial vocabulary, and Wright 
1884, vol. 2, cols. 745–814 for the full text 
and reproductions of the illustrations.

29. ‘Another aspect of heraldic cuts …  
is their linguistic abstraction. They show 
signifiers, not signifieds; they are not pic-
tures of physical objects but samples of a 
code, or (better) samples of segments of 
a code.’ Hancher 1992, p. 3.

30. Hancher 1992, p. 1.
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Figure 9. Edward Phillips,  
The New World of English Words,  
1658. (facsimile, 65%)

Figure 10. Elisha Coles,  
An English Dictionary, 1676. 
(facsimile, 95%)
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Figure 11. Nathan Bailey,  
The Universal Etymological  
Diction ary of English, 1727. 
(60%)  

Figure 12. Nathan Bailey, 
Dictionarium Britannicum, 1730. 
(60%) 
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by Webster; square brackets rather than parentheses to enclose  etymo- 
logies (and subject-field labels) that came immediately after the head-
word; and (in the 1731 edition) the use of primes within the headword 
to indicate the end of the stressed syllable as a guide to syllabification 
and pronunciation.³¹

Following Blount’s tentative introduction of illustrations,³² Bailey 
extended the technique greatly in The Universal Etymological Diction-
ary of English, whose title page promised not just ‘Explications, [and] 
Etymologies’ but also ‘engraven Schemes, where necessary, for the more 
easy and clear apprehending them’. Bailey later described a ‘scheme’ as 
‘A Model, Draught, &c. or the Representation of an geometrical or 
Astronomical Figure or Problem, by Lines sensible to the Eye.’³³ 
This definition is itself taken from John Harris’s influential  scien tific 
encyclopedia of 1704, Lexicon Technicum. Harris adds ‘these are other-
wise called Diagrams.’³⁴ Some twenty-four small diagrams  illustrate 
geometrical terms (acute angle, right angle), two illustrate astronomical 
terms (Ptolemaic and Copernican systems), and 199 illustrate heraldic 
terms and crowns – abstract and schematic rather than representa-
tional illustrations.³⁵

The design of the elegant folio pages of the Dictionarium Britan-
nicum produced three years later substituted letterspaced capitals and 
small capitals for headwords (figure 12).³⁶ While these reduced the 
 initial impact of the headwords, they produced better vertical spacing 
at the start of the entry. The number of illustrations was increased to 
417, and now included some representations of real objects, albeit ones 
belonging to a fairly circumscribed universe: military and other 
machines, architectural details, and scientific instruments.³⁷

The significance of Samuel Johnson’s A Dictionary of the English 
Language (1755, figures 13‒14) has been ascribed to the literary stand-
ing of its author: he was the only compiler of a dictionary to be a writer 
of the first rank. It has been argued that Johnson’s dictionary contri-
buted  little to the theory of dictionary making, and that its triumph is 
‘not so much as a lexicographical monument, but as a dynamic critical 
act of engagement with the language.’³⁸ Johnson’s qualities as a 
lexicog rapher are in fact beyond doubt. His aims and intended method 
were rehearsed in The Plan of a Dictionary of the English Language, pub- 
lished in 1747: ‘to preserve the purity and ascertain the meaning of our 
English idiom: and this seems to require nothing more than that our 
language be considered so far as our own; that the words and phrases 
used in the general intercourse of life, or found in the works of those 
whom we commonly stile polite writers, be selected …’. This concern 
with preservation, correction, and the fixing of pronunciation reflected 
Johnson’s original belief (considerably modified during the compil-
ation of his dictionary) that a dictionary could perform for English the 
function of an academy. The establishment of an English academy had 
been widely debated, and the dictionary of the Académie française 
had appeared as early as 1649.³⁹ Johnson did indeed reject foreign and 
dialect words, and was pugnacious in his attempts to censure certain 
words and usage. But he took the use of illustrative quotation and the 
division of senses further than any dictionary-maker before him 
(‘I therefore extracted from philosophers principles of science; from 
historians remarkable facts; from chymists complete processes; 

31. Mathews 1933, p. 28.
32. There are no citations in OED for 

‘illustration’ in the senses ‘pictorial eluci-
dation of any subject’, ‘an illustrative pic-
ture; a drawing, plate, engraving, cut, or 
the like’ before 1813 and 1816 respectively.

33. Dictionarium Britannicum, 1730, cited 
in Hancher 1992, p. 1.

34. The OED’s first citation for diagram 
is 1619 (from a text on astronomy).

35. This information and the citation of 
Harris are in Hancher 1992. The Universal 
Etymological Dictionary also includes a 
word game, a set of tables to generate 
Latin hexameters.

36. Smaller-than-text-size capitals had 
been used to differentiate individual words 
in a text from at least 1519, and true small 
capitals were introduced by typefounders 
in the first half of the sixteenth century 
(Smith 1993, pp. 103–6).

37. Hancher 1992, p. 5. 
38. Reddick 1996, p. 54.
39. Hulbert 1968, p. 20.
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from divines striking exhortations; and from poets beautiful descrip-
tions …’),⁴⁰ and effectively re-cast the dictionary in the words of the 
standard authors of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, these 
being regarded as the high-water mark of the language. James Murray 
would later laud Johnson as ‘having contributed to the evolution of the 
modern dictionary’ by ‘the illustration of the use of each word by a 
selection of literary quotations, and the more delicate appreciation and 
discrimination of senses which this involved and rendered possible.’⁴¹ 
Johnson’s dictionary had an extended publishing life: it ran through 
many editions and remained the primary work for scholars well into 
the nineteenth century, the last edition appearing as late as 1866. 

Johnson’s dictionary was presented like Bailey’s Dictionarium 
Britannicum, in two large folio volumes. Looking at a page, the influ-
ence of Bailey on the presentation as well as on the lexicographical 
 material is clear. Johnson set headwords in two styles, both of which 
had been used in Bailey’s dictionaries, to differentiate two classes of 
word: the headword was either all in capitals, not letterspaced, or in 
small capitals with an initial capital, which appear to be letterspaced. 
The headwords in all-caps style are generally the base forms: for ex-
ample, although ceremonial, ceremonialness, ceremonious, and ceremonious-
ness come before the noun ceremony, it is this base form which has the 
‘major’ headword. Italic capitals are used for foreign words and mytho-
logical names. Verbs are still introduced by the particle ‘To’, in italic 
upper and lower case. Headwords are on a hanging indent which does 
not entirely rescue them from the dazzling effect of the constant shift-
ing from all-caps to caps and small caps. The only marking of headwords 
is the addition of a light, steeply angled prime to indicate stress: this 
interferes little with the shape of the headword. The all-cap headwords 
are strong in themselves but crowded: the cap and small cap style in-
troduces a small but useful amount of white space which separ ates the 
headword from the entry above. Cross-references to headwords are in 
the form of the target headword, whether all-cap or caps and small 
caps. There is as yet no conventional form for a cross reference.

Headwords are followed by the part-of-speech abbreviation, in italic 
lower case. Then comes the etymology, in roman with cited words 
 italicized, the whole enclosed in square brackets. (Johnson, like 
Phillips, also uses this style to provide subject-field label information.) 
The division of definitions into senses is clearly signalled: each new 
sense is numbered, and the number starts a new paragraph on a hang-
ing indent, so that the number aligns vertically with the headword. 
(Occasionally minor divisions of a definition are numbered but run 
on.) This generous style of setting, ideal for demonstrating sense- 
division but extremely space-consuming, was probably influenced by 
the need to display the large number of illustrative quotations which 
are a key feature of the dictionary.

The illustrative quotations, both verse and prose, come immediately 
after each sense, starting a new line, and are set in the same type size 
and on the same body as the rest of the entry. Prose is set line for line, 
retaining the indents and alignments of the original setting; the sources 
for all quotations are set ranged right in italic. Johnson is inconsistent 
in the amount of information he displays in his sources: they can be as 
complete as ‘Milton’s Par. Lost, b. ix. l. 953’ or as bald as ‘Shak.’ The 

40. From the Preface to the Dictionary.
41. Quoted in Silva 2000, p. 80.

Figures 13, 14. Samuel Johnson,  
A Dictionary of the English Language, 
1755. (facsimile, 75%)
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very positive graphic shape of the verse extracts gives them considera-
ble prominence – the reader sees the shape of each poem – and this 
fact and the varying length of the (left-aligned) verse lines and the 
(right-aligned) source lines prevents the entry as a whole being the 
dominant visual unit on the page. 

Johnson’s dictionary is the culmination of the development of key 
conventions in dictionary presentation: there is a system of typography 
that displays the microstructure of each entry, though there are incon-
sistencies of abbreviation and ambiguities. There are successes and 
failures in presentation: sense divisions are clear and provide a basis 
for development; the illustrative quotation has been introduced, but 
has not been given a graphic form that ties it into the entry rather than 
allowing it to overwhelm the entry. Johnson’s dictionary should not be 
seen just as just a ‘literary’ dictionary but as precursor of the systematic 
and ‘scientific’ dictionaries of the nineteenth century.

Johnson’s approach was rejected by Charles Richardson, who pro-
duced A New Dictionary of the English Language in 1836. Published by 
William Pickering, the main volumes were beautifully printed by 
Richard Clay, the Supplement by Charles Whittingham at the Chis-
wick Press. Richardson (a follower of John Horne Tooke) believed that 
the diverse senses recorded in dictionaries such as Johnson’s are really 
just manifestations of a single core meaning. This desire to establish 
the ‘radical etymology’ of words led him to compact definitions which 
sought to integrate, rather than differentiate, senses.⁴² Headwords were 
therefore grouped according to his etymological principles, with de -
riva tives listed alongside words derived from the same root (figure 15). 
The entry for ordain begins with the following ‘bank’:

ORDAIN. Ordainable. Ordainer. Ordinable. Ordinability. 
Ordinal, adj. Ordinal, n. Ordinant. Ordinance. Ordinary, adj. 
Ordinary, n. Ordinarily. Ordinate, v. Ordinate, adj. Ordinately. 
Ordination. Ordonnance.

Richardson’s system provides little help for the reader: words which 
are included in the headword banks do not have a cross-referring entry 
at their correct position in the alphabetic sequence.

Nineteenth-century American and British dictionaries

Noah Webster (1785–1843) was an ardent spelling reformer, and was 
responsible for establishing such characteristically American spellings 
as the endings -or and -er in words such as color and center. His first 
publication, in 1783, was a spelling book for schools which after many 
revisions became known as the Elementary Spelling Book. His approach 
to spelling was radical and was based on simplification, either by omit-
ting silent letters or by analogy with a simpler form. While much was 
absorbed into the mainstream on both sides of the Atlantic (e.g. the 
reduction of musick and physick to music and physic respectively), other 
proposals (thum for thumb, tung for tongue) proved less durable. These 
were included in his first dictionary of 1806, the heavily criticized 
Compendious Dictionary of the English Language.

Noah Webster’s second dictionary, An American Dictionary of the 
English Language (1828, figure 16), announces in its title that it intends 
to take a new view of the language – like the Compendious Dictionary it 

42. Richardson cites Johnson’s definition 
of ‘sad’: ‘ten distinct explanations of the 
same word founded not in etymological or 
radical meaning; totally disconnected;  
with no distinction of literal from 
metaphorical meanings’ (Preface, p. 46).

Figure 15. Charles Richardson,  
A New Dictionary of the English 
Language, 1836. Details of entries  
for ordain and sense. (100%)
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Figures 16. Noah Webster,  
An American Dictionary of the English 
Language, 1828. (facsimile, 82%)
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 distinguished between British and American usage (Johnson had 
ignored American isms) and cited as authorities Ameri can authors 
such as Franklin, Washington, and Adams. In this respect Webster’s 
diction ary was an assertion of the independence of American 
English.⁴³ In typographic terms, this dictionary followed Johnson in 
many respects, but with changes that modernize it and set the style for 
the main nineteenth-century dictionaries. Compared to Johnson’s 
 leisurely large folio format, and bookish antiqua type, Webster’s com-
pact three-column page, set in a strongly coloured  modern in the 
Scotch style, looks workmanlike and progressive. Webster followed the 
display of sense divisions within entries used in Johnson, with arabic 
numbers on a hanging indent, each sense number starting a  new para-
graph. He simplified the presentation of verbs, omitting the particle 
‘To’ which up to this point had usually preceded the headword. 
Although headwords are set in an all-capital style, the heavy weight of 
capitals in the modern font (they are stronger than the lower case) gives 
the effect of a semi-bold, again reinforcing headword accessibility. 
The cumulative effect of these decisions was to establish a clean ver-
tical alignment for the headwords, and emphasize the structure of 
senses as divisions or discriminations of the headword. More dubious 
is the addition of a double vertical rule between columns, which occu-
pies all the white (Johnson had not used a rule between columns). In 
some respects Webster is conservative: headlines consist simply of 
three- letter abbreviations. 

Though Webster clearly attempts to enhance the visibility of 
 headwords against the surrounding text, he does not provide ‘clean’ 
headwords. Stress is indicated within the headword by a light prime, 
and the phonetic value of certain letters is indicated by special sorts: 
C indicates the value /s/, C with a horizontal bar through the main 
stroke indicates /k/. The relative lightness of these marks does not 
detract from the overall integrity of the headword.

Within the entry, the only font available to Webster for differenti-
ation is italic, so this is used for all metalanguage. Part-of-speech labels, 
cited forms, foreign words, subject-field labels, definition sources, and 
notes are all set in italics. Square brackets are likewise used for ety-
mologies, cross-references, and usage notes. The separation of senses 
in separate paragraphs allows definition sources to be set full right: this 
hang-over from the traditional style of setting the source of a displayed 
quotation gives undue emphasis to these items. Occasionally a quota-
tion is displayed: set in type that is smaller in both face and body with 
space above (but not below), this has the unfortunate appearance of 
floating free of its context and attaching itself to the next paragraph.

The development of English dictionaries in the nineteenth century 
was a complex one, with the relationship between American and 
British English being the prime influence on what can be called mass- 
market dictionaries, and the development of scholarship in linguistics 
and philology in Europe, especially Germany, being the prime influ-
ence on scholarly dictionaries. Johnson had influenced Webster: 
Webster in turn influenced dictionary-makers in Britain. This can be 
seen clearly in The Imperial Dictionary. John Ogilvie’s The Imperial 
Dictionary was first published (and printed) by the Glasgow firm of 
Blackie & Son in 1850 (figure 17). 

43. The desire for linguistic independ-
ence took time to establish: ‘An Amer i- 
can’ writing in The Royal American 
Magazine in 1774 declared ‘the highest 
perfection [of the English language] is per- 
haps reserved for this land of light and 
freedom’; in 1780 John Adams (later presi- 
dent) suggested an American academy for 
‘refining, improving, and ascertaining the 
English language’ (cited in Mathew 1933, 
pp. 36–7).
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In a slightly smaller format than the 1828 Webster, it added ‘about 
two thousand engravings on wood’ which are its main claim to graphic 
distinction. Including a large  number of engravings by Orlando 
Jewitt,⁴⁴ these were clearly intended to do more than assist in defini-
tions: in the words of the Preface, the dictionary aimed to ‘present 
something of interest and instruct … so that the charge usually pre-
ferred against English dictionaries, namely, that they furnish but dry 
sort of reading, will not apply to this diction ary’.⁴⁵ Illustrations were 
part of the marketing mix: in keeping with the period of the Great 
Exhibition, the Preface also stated that ‘The Imperial Dictionary will 
be found to contain, along with etymologies and the definitions of 
words and terms, a large amount of useful and interesting information 
connected with literature, art, and science.’

The Imperial followed Webster in its use of all-capital headwords on 
a hanging indent, and not surprisingly, in a compact and clear Scotch 
roman font. Webster’s ‘phonetic’ characters and light prime stress 
mark are used in the headwords. Italics are used in much the same way, 
with the exception of cross-references, which are set in capitals and 

44. ‘An important exponent of the 
Gothic revival and the Oxford Movement, 
who engraved many of the illustrations in 
polemical and antiquarian works by 
A. W. N. Pugin and his associates. He was 
virtually the last wood-engraver active at 
mid-century who still designed the illus-
trations he engraved, rather than merely 
reproducing the drawings of others.’ 
Hancher 1998, p. 164. Hancher also notes 
that Jewitt’s work for The Imperial 
Dictionary is not mentioned in Harry 
Carter’s Orlando Jewitt (London: Oxford 
University Press, 1962).

45. Preface to The Imperial Dictionary 
(1850) p. v.

Figure 17. John Ogilvie,  
The Imperial Dictionary, 1850. 
(62%)
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small capitals. The Imperial at last uses a more explicit headline style, 
setting in full at the top of each column the headword that appears at 
the foot of that column.⁴⁶ But its more compact style required all the 
senses within an entry to run on, which reduces the articulation of each 
entry considerably. In an attempt to highlight the start of each num-
bered sense in the absence of bold, an em-dash is set in front of each 
sense number (figure 18). (The first sense, running on from the square- 
bracketed etymology, does not have a dash.) The dashes visually link 
the numbers with the preceding text, but their different texture pro-
vides a series of visual stepping stones within each entry. It is more 
effective when listing phrasal verbs, because these are set in italics, 
 providing a larger ‘target’ of variant texture than the em-rule-plus-
number of each sense division. A further complication is caused by the 
displayed illustrative quotations, which follow the style of Johnson and 
Webster. These are not supplied for every sense, but where they occur 
they appear in situ, interrupting the linearity of the entry, and forcing 
the start of the next sense on to a new line (stripped of its initial 
em-rule), thus giving it a quite separate visual status to other senses in 
the entry. A minor space-saving feature is to omit the sense number ‘1.’ 
if there are only two senses, including it only when there are three 
or more.

The lack of bold, the strong colour of the type, the perfect integra-
tion of the wood engravings with the text, and the precision of the rule 
work that surrounds each page give The Imperial an extraordinary 
graphic impact, but one cannot help feel that extracting detailed infor-
mation from it is a secondary purpose of the design. The impact of the 
illustrations spread throughout The Imperial has been described as cre-
ating an impressionistic world view, appropriately imperial for Britain 
which, at the time of the Great Exhibition, was celebrating its manu-
facturing and commercial superiority.⁴⁷ 

Webster’s 1854 edition (published by the G. & C. Merriam Com-
pany, which had acquired the rights after Noah Webster’s death in 
1843) absorbed much of the design of The Imperial (figure 19). The 
page has similar proportions, and the type area is boxed with a double 
rule. The type is a less sturdy modern than the 1828 Webster, and con-
siderably smaller. The use of separate paragraphs for sense divisions is 
retained, but the indent structure is changed; the phonetic respelling 
scheme is now explained in running footlines. Illustrative quotations 
are still displayed, but now with space above and below. Their sources 
are indented one em from the right, which produces a ragged effect.

The use of bold type for headwords

The first use of bold type in English dictionaries seems to have 
occurred as late as the 1870s, but the change is absolute: bold upper 
and lower case headwords become the normal style In Britain and 
America.⁴⁸ But it was not until James Murray developed the use of a 
variety of bold-face types in the OED that effective use was made of 
bold to identify the different structural elements within an entry.⁴⁹ 
Bold types, in the form of Egyptians and fat faces, and fattened mod-
erns, had been available in England from the mid-1820s.⁵⁰ Michael 
Twyman describes the early use of a fattened modern face for bold 

Figure 18. John Ogilvie,  
The Imperial Dictionary, 1850, 
detail. (100%)

46. An earlier example of this feature can 
be seen in A Complete Latin–English 
Dictionary (1836) (Howard [1977], 
‘Chronological list of dictionaries stud-
ied’).

47. ‘[The Imperial Dictionary] accumu-
lates thousands of pictures, and displays 
them, but it does not ‘tabulate’ them in 
Foucault’s sense: it does not set them in a 
tabular array that makes them meaningful. 
The engraved plates [of grouped images] 
in encyclopedias … do present images in 
such a paradigmatic way, and they instruct 
the reader, at a glance, about the order of 
things.’ Hancher 1998, p. 172.

48. Svensén 1993, p. 64, simply states 
‘headwords are printed in bold or semi-
bold.’

49. Murray 1977, pp. 197–8.
50. Twyman 1993, p. 121. The bold-face 

seriffed types available to a ninteenth- 
century printer were fat face (or fattened) 
moderns (bold-face types based on mod-
erns where there is maximum thickening 
of the normally thick strokes, and hardly 
any thickening of hairlines; serifs are hair-
lines); Egyptians (bold faces where there is 
little difference between thick and thin 
strokes, except at junctions; serifs are slab-
like and unbracketed), antiques (usually 
less bold than fat face or Egyptian, with lit-
tle difference between thick and thin 
strokes, and closer adherence to the nor-
mal letterforms of old style typefaces), and 
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headwords in the Dictionnaire de l’Académie française printed in Paris in 
1835 by Firmin Didot frères, which appears to pre-date the use of bold 
in a British or American dictionary by some forty years. These are used 
in a conservative context, however: the headwords are indented, and 
set entirely in capitals.⁵¹ Because the bold font has a smaller capital 
height than the roman in which the rest of the entry is set, the effect is 
that of a headword set in extra bold small capitals. This is not ineffec-
tive: the extra white space above the headword enhances the colour 
contrast, and, by equalizing the white space above and below the head-
word, counteracts the tendency for words set completely in capitals to 
appear closer to the line above than to the line below. Headwords in 
full-size capitals would require extra leading between entries to 
achieve this apparent separation. Twyman also shows a Technologisches 
Wörterbuch printed in Darmstadt in 1869, pointing out that a fat face 
modern is less satisfactory as a headword style because of ‘the uneven-
ness of the bold effect along the line’.⁵²

The earliest use of bold headwords in a major English dictionary 
ap pears to be Robert Hunter’s The Encyclopædic Dictionary (originally 
pubished by Cassell, later published by Edward Lloyd) which ap-
peared in parts from 1879. Hunter’s page is a remarkable precursor of 
Murray’s OED layout: bold lower case is used for headwords, senses 
are divided using a ‘branching’ numbering system, and each sense 
within the hierarchy begins a new paragraph (figure 20). The Encyclo-
pædic Dictionary is generous in its use of space: a hanging indent is 
used for headwords, numbered sense paragraphs begin with a further 
indent, and a half-line space separates each entry. The clarity of the 
 innovative all-lower-case bold headwords is compromised by the 
 addition of light en-rules to indicate syllabification and diacritics to 
 indicate pro nunci ation. The headline shows the first and last new 
headwords on the page, separated by an em-rule. Bold is used for the 
major sense- division indicators, and subtle semi-bold numerals are 
used for  numbered  senses. Overall the use of metalanguage is system-
atic and  analytical. Italic is used consistently for register, subject field, 
and grammatical labels (slang, Naut., Transitive). Register and subject- 
field labels introduce the relevant sense, rather than being part of the 
wording. Illustrative quotations are set in the conventional broken-off 
style, but this disrupts the page minimally, as there is already consider-
able vertical fracturing of each entry. Hunter’s division of senses, 

Figure 19. Webster’s An American 
Dictionary of the English Language, 
1854. (70%)

Clarendons (bold-face type with bracketed 
serifs and more modulation between thick 
and thin strokes than an Egyptian; usually 
slightly condensed with oval counters). 
Clarendon types can be regarded as pre-
cursors of the companion bold because 
their bracketed serifs and slight condensa-
tion make them more suitable for working 
with modern faces. Clarendon type was 
first introduced by the Fann Street 
Foundry in 1845. Of the dictionaries that 
used bold-face types for headwords, only 
the Century used a true Clarendon, all 
 others using Egyptians (typefaces that are 
bold, with unbracketed serifs, and rela-
tively square-set). Fat face for headwords 
is the exception among the dictionaries 
under discussion: Webster’s (1886) and 
Funk’s Standard Dictionary (1893–5)  
are the only two examples found. It is not  
surprising, given the conservative nature 
of dictionary production and publishing, 
that sans serif typefaces do not make an 
appearance in dictionary design in the 
nineteenth century, despite their use in 
guide-books and school-books.

51. The use of an all-capitals, bold-face 
headword style would become a feature of 
French dictionaries, including the Trésor 
de la langue française (1971–94). See 
Svensén 1993, p. 64.

52. C. Rumpf, O. Mothes, & 
W. Unverzagt, Technologisches Wörterbuch 
in Deutscher, Französischer und Englische 
Sprache, second edition, volume 1, 
(Wiesbaden, 1869) shown in Twyman 
1993, p. 131.
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 however, has none of the rigour or economy of Murray and certainly 
lacks the simplicity of Johnson: entries disintegrate into columns of 
paragraphs numbered with finer and finer grades of senses.⁵³ Phrasal 
verbs, though displayed in full, are particularly difficult to locate, as 
 italics rather than bold are used for these. It is easy for readers to lose 
track of the hier archy of sense-divisions in a long entry.

In 1881 Charles Annandale edited a revision of The Imperial 
Dictionary for Blackie & Son. On a smaller page size, and with ‘above 
three thousand [wood] engravings printed in the text’, the text has a far 
more workmanlike appearance than the elegant 1850 edition. The use 
of typefaces is simple: a condensed, bold slab-serif face for head-
words,⁵⁴ a slightly condensed modern for all entry text, and a smaller 
size of old style for illustrative quotations, which are still set in situ and 
displayed as in Johnson (figure 21). While the bold headwords have 
a larger appearing size than the surrounding text, Annandale does use 
bold to assist the structuring of the entry: sense numbers follow the 
style of the original Imperial – a deviation being the retention of the 
sense number ‘1.’ for all entries where there is more than one sense.

Figure 20. Robert Hunter,  
The Encyclopædic Dictionary, 1879.
(60%)

53. ‘Each word has been sub-divided as 
far as possible into the various meanings 
which it assumes at different times.’ 
(Preface, p. ii.)

54. It is difficult to decide whether to 
describe the bold types in dictionaries of 
this period as Clarendons or Egyptians: 
most have slab serifs which are only very 
slightly bracketed, if at all, and few have 
the condensed letterforms and pro-
nounced modulation of stroke width that 
defines a true Clarendon. 
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Though the structuring of entries by senses is not emphasized by 
Annandale’s typography, the use of conventions for details of meta-
language is well thought out. As in The Encyclopædic Dictionary, cross- 
references are set in capitals and small capitals (cf. Johnson), and words 
which function as subject-field labels are set in italic (‘In law, one 
who …’). The ease of access of headwords is helped by keeping them 
clean of pronunciation and syllabification information, which appears 
immediately following, in roman within parentheses. Annandale 
 follows Webster in providing an on-page explanation of the pronunci-
ation system in running footlines. Square brackets enclose etymo-
logical information.

Dictionaries which use a fat face for headwords present a less satis-
factory appearance than those which use slab-serif types. Webster’s 
Dictionary of the English Language (1886, figure 23) and Isaac K. 
Funk’s A Standard Dictionary of the English Language (1893–5,  
  figure 23) demonstrate this. Webster’s headwords are cluttered with 
 pronunciation and syllabification marks. The fat face used for head-
words causes exactly the faults of the 1869 Technologisches Wörterbuch: 
the unevenness of the bold effect and the corruption of word shapes. 
In other respects the design is effective. Senses are in separate  
paragraphs, with a semibold slab-serif number at the start of each. 
A feature is a bank of synonyms at the end of many entries, which was 
to become a standard part of American (though not British) dictionary 
entries.

Figure 21. Charles Annandale, The 
Imperial Dictionary, revised edition 
1881, detail. (90%)

Figure 22. Webster’s  
Dictionary of the English Language, 
1886, detail.
(90%)

Figure 23. Isaac K. Funk, 
A Standard Dictionary of the 
English Language, vol. 1, 1893, 
detail.
(90%)
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National and historical dictionaries: the OED

The publication in 1884 of the first fascicle of James Murray’s New 
English Dictionary (later the Oxford English Dictionary) represents the 
final triumph of scientific and historical lexicography that had been 
pointed to, but could not be achieved, in the eighteenth century. The 
OED based its definitions more closely on etymological research and 
the analysis of quotations than any previous work. Murray considered 
that an accurate understanding of how a word entered the language 
was the starting point for understanding its later forms and senses. He 
was able to produce a historical dictionary of the English language that 
traced its development from the tenth century and earlier because he 
had the tools for the job: reliable editions of works from the Anglo-
Saxon and Middle English periods had been established from which to 
date first usages; a far more rigorous basis for etymology developed by 
philologists such as Franz Passow;⁵⁵ a reading programme that had 
been initiated by the Philological Society of London; and the example 
of others. The OED was edited at a time when national dictionaries 
on historical principles were being compiled in France (E. Littré’s 
Dictionnaire de la langue française, 1863–73, figure 24), Germany 
(Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm’s Deutsches Wörterbuch, 1852–1960, 
 figure 25), and the Nether lands (Matthias de Vries’s Woordenboek der 
Nederlandsche Taal, 1864–1998, figure 26). As well as being products 
of the growth of philology, these publications were also influenced 
by complex ideas about language and national identity.⁵⁶ 

In terms of design, the other three great historical dictionaries of 
this period, especially the Deutsches Wörterbuch, adopted a leisurely 
approach. It has been argued that Grimm talks to his reader – he 
includes eclectic pieces of information about the language and (like the 
WNT) retains ‘verse set out as verse’.⁵⁷ The OED’s twelve volumes are 

Figure 25. Jacob and Wilhelm 
Grimm, Deutsches Wörterbuch,  
1852. (67%)

Figure 24. E. Littré, Dictionnaire  
de la langue française, 1863. (67%)

Figure 26. Matthias de Vries, 
Woordenboek der Nederlandsche Taal, 
1864. (67%)

55. Eighteenth- and nineteenth-century 
lexicographers had deduced etymologies 
from the form of words and attempted to 
show ‘true’ meanings through them. 
Richardson believed words had only one 
‘radical meaning’. Murray was critical of 
Webster’s practice of elaborating defini-
tions from his ‘own consciousness’. Passow 
had laid the foundations of a genuinely 
historical etymology, allowing each word to 
‘tell its own story’. The OED finally 
 separated etymology from semantics.  
See Silva 2000, pp. 77–9.

56. ‘In a memorable passage in his 
Preface Grimm has a vision of his diction-
ary finding a place in every household not 
unlike that of the Family Bible … “what 
have we in common but our own speech 
and literature?”.’ One motive for setting 
up the WNT was an urge to promote uni-
formity of language throughout the 
Nether lands. Ossleton 2000, pp. 64, 68.

57. Ossleton 2000, p. 64.
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much more compact in editorial and typographic style, closer to the 
mainstream of Webster.

Murray’s triumph in the OED was in establishing a pattern of sense 
division and numbering that, while owing an acknowledged debt to 
Johnson, and following the numbering system of Robert Hunter, went 
much further in displaying the shifts of meanings in a word’s history. 
Murray also provided each part of the entry with a distinct and un -
ambiguous typographic format. While Grimm, Littré, and De Vries 
were being set in undistinguished and rather cramped moderns, the 
OED was set in a strongly drawn old style, brevier (8 pt) for entry text, 
nonpareil (6 pt) for quotations and notes (figure 27). An admirable 
 feature of De Vries is the use of a boldface for headwords. Murray 
improved on this by using upper and lower case rather than the all- 
capitals style of the WNT – he did not, however, adopt the all-lower-
case style of The Encyclopædic Dictionary.

On the editorial side, clearer standards for definition text were 
established. The basic rule (established by Johnson) was that defini-
tions should be substitutable for the headword: this led to set formats 
for the definitions of verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and nouns. To ‘present 
the history of words, the significant phases of meaning through which 
they have travelled’,⁵⁸ Murray developed a tree-structure, explaining it 
as follows:

As, however, the development often proceeded in many branching lines, 
sometimes parallel, sometimes divergent, it is evident they cannot be 
adequately represented in a single linear series. Hence, while the senses 
are numbered straight on 1, 2, 3, etc., they are also grouped under 
branches marked I, II, III, etc. in each of which the historical order 
begins afresh. Subdivisions of the senses, varieties of construction, etc. 
are marked a, b, c, etc.; subdivisions of these, used especially for sense- 
divisions under combinations and derivatives, (a), (b), (c), or (i), (ii),  
(iii), etc.⁵⁹

Comparison of Murray’s use of this branching structure with 
Hunter’s use of a superficially similar system is telling. Hunter restarts 
the numbering at each subdivison, while Murray’s main senses, shown 
by arabic numbers, run through in a single sequence even when they 
are divided at a level above by I, II, III, etc. Hunter is inconsistent in 
allocating levels in the hierarchy to grammatical and semantic distinc-
tions, and in any case divides senses excessively. Murray, through 
 critical scrutiny of his editors’ work, strove to impose consistency and 
conciseness on sense-division.⁶⁰

Each sense was followed by its quotations. The OED deals effective-
ly with these, integrating them into the entry in a way that previous 
 dictionaries, and indeed the other national historical dictionaries, 
failed to do. Johnson had set the style for illustrative quotations, which 
was arguably acceptable when there was only one or two quotations to 
be included under any one entry or sense. Webster, The Imperial, and 
others followed this tradition: a separate displayed paragraph for each 
quotation, in small type, with verse matter centred in the column on 
the longest line, and sources set on a new line full right, sometimes 
with space above and below the quotation. This bookish style inter-
rupts the visual structure of the entry and disrupts its graphic coher-
ence, giving prominence to the quotation because dictionary pages 

58. Richard Chenevix Trench, cited in 
Silva 2000, p. 80.

59. OED (1989), vol. 1, p. xxix.
60. Silva 2000, pp. 84–5, discusses this 

and the standardization of wording for 
each word-category that provided a frame-
work for consistency throughout the dic-
tionary.
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contain no other centred items, and no other vertical space. 
Richardson had run all his quotations in chronological order at the 
end of each entry, but was only able to do this because his rejection of 
‘division of meaning’ meant that definitions formed a single compact 
paragraph. The OED includes far more illustrative quotations than 
any other  dictionary, and the strategy of running quotations on in 

Figure 27. The Oxford English 
Dictionary, 1933. (73%)
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a ‘bank’ is  necessary to save space. The coding of quotations is more 
systematic and economical than before: quotations are listed by date, 
earliest first, and the date is in bold, followed by the author’s name in 
capitals and small capitals, with the title of the work (in a standardized 
abbreviated form) in italic. Each sense division is therefore followed by 
its quotation bank. The reversal of the source and quote is instructive: 
Murray is demonstrating the development of a word’s status and signi-
fication through a sequence of quotations, not fixing an idealized or 
prescriptive definition from a single authority.

Murray’s particular innovation in the use of bold was to use variant 
typefaces systematically to identify different structural items. Four 
bold fonts were used: a large-face bold Egyptian, a large-face lighter 
Egyptian, a small-face lighter Egyptian – all cast on brevier – and a 
nonpareil bold  (figure 28). The boldest, largest font was only used for 
headwords. The lighter large-face Egyptian was used for subsidiary 
headwords, usually archaic forms, and also for the sense-numbering 
system. The lighter small-face Egyptian was used within entries for 
variant forms (i.e. the different spellings of the headword through the 
centuries). The nonpareil bold was used only for non-lining figures to 
set quotations dates, their boldness emphasizing the start of individual 
quotations in the quotation banks.

While Murray’s concern for precision and concision usually makes 
the presentation of the OED more economical and consistent than that 
of The Encyclopædic Dictionary, the earlier dictionary had the advan-
tage of a hanging indent for headwords, and extra space between 
entries. In comparison the OED page looks over-compressed, and the 
left-hand alignment of main headwords, subsidiary headwords, and 
numbered paragraphs is not always clear, especially when they are pre-
ceded by † as the marker for obsolete words.

The last three nineteenth-century dictionaries to be considered are 
all American. While Murray’s OED established the standard for schol-
arly lexicography, American dictionaries were innovative in the general 
publishing field. The 1886 edition of Webster’s Dictionary of the English 
Language is one of the few English dictionaries to use a fat face for 
headwords. This feature of its typography was copied by Isaac K. 
Funk’s A Standard Dictionary of the English Language, published in 
two volumes, 1893–5. Funk’s innovation was to start entries with the 
most common current meaning of a word, rather than a historical or 
original meaning. Funk is more economical than Webster, using the 
fat face for sense numbers and derivatives so that they can be run on 
in the main entry paragraph.

The Century Dictionary, published in 1889, owed much to the typo-
graphic standards of Theodore Lowe De Vinne and its publishers, who 
also printed and published the Century Magazine (figures 29–30). The 
Century re invigorated the tradition of illustration in English diction-
aries – it contained over 5000 wood engravings.⁶¹ Although originally 
intended as an updating of The Imperial Dictionary, The Century 
appears, typograph ically speaking, to be a reconsideration of The 
Imperial, Webster, and the OED. It uses a condensed Clarendon in 
upper and lower case for headwords, and a strongly drawn modern face 
for text. While The Century used the same body sizes as the OED the 
appearing size of the Century’s modern face was much greater. 

Figure 28. The Oxford English 
Dictionary, 1933, detail. (100%). 

61. Though wood engraving was an 
obsolescent technique, ‘in a confined space 
… early photographic processes could not 
achieve the crispness of a well-prepared 
wood engraving.’ Hancher 1993, p. 82. 
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The twentieth century: continuity and technological 
change

The development of dictionaries in the United States throughout the 
twentieth century was in the direction of increasing the coverage and 
enhancing the encyclopedic features of large ‘unabridged’ dictionaries. 
Editions of Webster and newer rivals such as the Random House, 
Webster’s New World, and American Heritage dictionaries demonstrate 
this trend.⁶² Each dictionary publisher also developed an equivalent 
concise or ‘college’ dictionary, which are the biggest sellers. The 1947 
American College Dictionary, edited by Clarence L. Barnhart, was 
 particularly influential, and the Merriam–Webster Collegiate, selling 

Figure 29. The Century Dictionary, 1889, detail. 
Senses are normally run on, separated by an   
em-dash, but the fall of quotations in this entry 
means that the majority start new lines. See 
comments on The Imperial, p. 24. (100%)

Figure 30. The Century 
Dictionary, 1889. (50%)

62. The name ‘Webster’ is not protected, 
and is used by several American publishers 
with little or no connection with the ori-
ginal works by Noah Webster; dictionaries 
published by G. & C. Merriam Co. (the 
successors to Noah Webster) are styled 
‘a Merriam-Webster’. The major Ameri-
can dictionary publishers, in order of cur-
rent market share, are: Merriam-Webster, 
Simon & Schuster (Webster’s New World 
Dictionary), Houghton Mifflin (American 
Heritage Dictionary), Random House.
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1.2 million copies a year, is the biggest-selling dictionary of all. The 
unabridged dictionaries combined the range of meanings found in his-
torical dictionaries with illustrative quotations from contemporary 
writers; they were encyclopedic in the scope of their headwords and 
invariably contained in-column line illustrations – direct descendants 
of those in the Imperial and Century, and in the case of heraldic images, 
seemingly unchanged since Blount and Bailey.⁶³ Until the 1960s they 
were conservative in their approach to including new words or recog-
nizing taboo or slang words;⁶⁴ the third edition of Webster’s Third New 
International Dictionary of the English Language in 1961 caused some-
thing of a national scandal by being less prescriptive and appearing to 
sanction the use of ain’t.⁶⁵ By this edition, Webster’s text had shrunk 
to 5¹⁄₂ pt Times, which provided little contrast for the narrow, if large-
face, slab serif used for headwords and sense numbers (figure 31). 
That the font used for sense numbers might not be strong enough for 
the task seems to be acknowledged by the addition of a very bold colon 
after them as a more visible pick-up point for the reader. The page is 
competent, compact, and overwhelmingly grey.

In Britain compact dictionaries in small octavo formats became 
the norm in trade publishing. The Concise Oxford Dictionary of 1911 
(which shared the name but not the editorial team of the main OED, 
although it was based on the larger dictionary)⁶⁶ set standards for 
 coverage and compression (figure 32). The COD omitted all illustra-
tive quotations. The desire to save space was the prime concern of its 
typography: the fourth edition (1951, figure 33) introduced the swung 
dash (∕), which had been used in the Little Oxford Dictionary (1930) 
as a replacement for the repetition of the headword in derivatives and 
compounds. The COD used the swung dash as a compensation, it 
seems, for the introduction of sense-division numbers, which had been 
omitted from previous editions.⁶⁷ The smaller Oxford diction aries 
shared this tendency towards abbreviation and compression, as did 
the Shorter Oxford English Dictionary (1933), which was a historical 
diction ary and a genu ine abridgement of the parent work, rather than 
a trade dictionary based upon the OED’s resources. Hand-set, and 
hardly an advance on the design of the larger dictionary, the SOED fol-
lowed the same sequence of elements within entries but ran them on, 

Figure 31. Webster’s Third New 
International Dictionary of the English 
Language, 1961, detail. (100%)

63. Hancher 1988 discusses the styles  
of these illustrations.

64. To achieve adoption in schools in 
 certain US states, editions of dictionaries 
which omitted sexual slang words were 
required (Bcjoint 1994, p. 126).

65. Sledd and Ebbitt 1962 reprint much 
of the contemporary press and academic 
criticism.

66. The editors of the COD, Henry and 
Frank Fowler, worked from their homes 
on Guernsey. All their dealings with the 
OUP were by correspondence (Sutcliffe 
1978, pp. 150–8). 

67. For a discussion of the minutiae of 
using the swung dash to represent the 
headword, see Svensén 1993, p. 221. An 
important typographic consideration is 
that the character sets with minimum 
inter-character space, so that it is clear 
whether one word or two is intended 
(game: ∕keeper, ∕ law; see figures 
42‒3 below).
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emphasizing microstructural elements by adding considerable extra 
space in between (figure 34). Only the large-face Antique old style 
headwords (still with an initial cap some sixty years after Cassell’s 
Encyclopedic Dictionary  abandoned them) hold the entry together in 
the face of such potential fracturing. As late as 1959 the SOED was 
reset in modern types in a typographic format that could be mistaken 
for that of The Century Dictionary of 1889 – and this setting was 
retained for the 1973 reprint.⁶⁸ The 1993 New Shorter Oxford English 
Dictionary adopted a new typographic design based on that of the 
OED second edition.

Figure 32. The Concise Oxford 
Dictionary, 1911. (100%)

68. The fonts used were Monotype 
Modern series 1 and 18, and Old Style 
bold series 53. 
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Figure 34. The Shorter Oxford English 
Dictionary, 1933. (90%)

Figure 33. The Concise Oxford 
Dictionary, fourth edition 1951, 
detail. (100%)
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The computerization of dictionary production
The production of the Random House Dictionary in 1966 was a land-
mark in the computerization of dictionaries. The managing editor, 
Laurence Urdang, was the moving force in the early computerization 
of dictionaries, and immediately envisioned a complete process in 
which text was entered, stored, sorted and compared, and finally trans-
ferred to a typesetting machine. The Random House Dictionary text was 
keyboarded after writing and each entry was divided and entered in 
fields assigned to different levels of information (for example 
 headword, pronunciation, definitions, etc.). This made it possible to 
 prepare information for each level and in each of 150 subject fields, 
‘ensuring better uniformity of treatment and far greater consistency 
among related pieces of information than had been achieved on other 
dictionaries.’⁶⁹ Though Urdang was successful in sorting and establish-
ing the continuity of information throughout the dictionary, he was 
not able to set up a usable interface between the database and photo-
typesetting equipment of the time. Two machines, the Photon and the 
Videocomp (the US version of the Hell Digiset), were technically 
capable of being driven by magnetic tape, but the expected slow speed 
of composition caused by the frequent font changes in dictionary text, 
and the Videocomp’s inability to produce a true italic, ruled them out. 
Eventually print-outs from the database were used as copy for hot-
metal Monotype composition (figure 35).

The relatively uncompetitive world of British dictionary publishing 
was disrupted in 1979 with the entry of the Collins Dictionary of the 
English Language (CDEL) into the market. Commissioned in 1970, to 
create a British dictionary equivalent in size and scope to the American 
‘college-style’ dictionaries, it was the first British trade dictionary to be 
typeset from text that was keyboarded and a structural database cre-
ated as part of the editorial process.⁷⁰ It was originally to have been a 
large format book with 5000 illustrations: the illustrations were drawn 
but abandoned, the text was cut, and the type reduced in size to pro-
duce a final product that was much closer to the norm of British trade 
dictionary publishing. Text from the database, created and edited at 

Figure 35. Random House Dictionary 
of the Englsih Language, 1966, detail. 
(100%)

69. Urdang 1988, pp. 155–6.
70. The Oxford School Dictionary third 

edition and the Oxford Advanced Learner’s 
Dictionary third edition, both published in 
1974, had been set in similar computerized 
operations using capacity on OUP’s own 
mainframe that had started at about the 
same time. The expected benefits were ease 
of updating future printings, and ease of 
producing spin-off publications. 
Computerized setting of the sixth edition 
of the COD was considered, but rejected 
because of concern about the efficiency of 
the process and its ability to cope with the 
large number of corrections that were 
expected to be required in proof (internal 
correspondence in OUP archives).
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the editorial offices in Aylesbury, had to be run through a page-makeup 
program so that pages could be output on a Fototronic typesetter. 
The ad-hoc nature of computerized composition at this time can be 
guessed at by the use of spare capacity on the British Leyland IBM 
mainframe in Cowley, Oxford for this purpose. The database fields 
determined the typographic presentation that was applied to the text 
they contained. Within the database fields, mark-up identified words 
requiring a variant typographic presentation, for example taxonomic 
names of plants and animals, conventionally set in italic. This mark-up 
was not a true structural mark-up, because the database fields per-
formed that function: typographic codes for bold, italic, etc., were used 
which, once inserted, modified the text until they were cancelled by 
another code, a system widely used until the advent of sgml.⁷¹ 
The pages produced by the Fototronic were set in Imperial, a strongly 
drawn typeface originally designed for American newspaper text 
 (figure 36). The text adopted American conventions of setting head-
words with  syllabification and word-division points (which were on a 
phonetic rather than etymological basis), although these disappeared 
from later editions. In its typographic format the CDEL was work-
manlike rather than elegant: the large x-height of Imperial provided a 
more robust and visible typeface than the Baskerville being used by the 
COD. The combination of Univers bold for headwords and Times for 
entry text used by the Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current 
English (third edition) was far more elegant.

But the impact of the Collins Dictionary of the English Language was 
immense. The wider coverage of contemporary vocabulary, presenta-
tion of modern meanings first, entries for people and places, simpler 
language and policy of presenting compounds, and phrasal verbs as 
separate headwords, all made the previous market leader, the Concise 

Figure 36. Collins Dictionary of the 
Englsih Language, 1979, detail.  
(100%)

71. Patrick Hanks, personal communica-
tion to author, 2000.
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Oxford Dictionary, seem out of date. The COD had been completely 
re-edited and updated some three years earlier, but in comparison was 
still telegraphic and academic in its style of definition, and made exces - 
sive use of abbreviation.

The composition of the OED had been by hand, which meant that 
the use of a large number of variant fonts to indicate structure and 
metalanguage, and a large number of individual special sorts, was 
a logistical but not a technical problem. Mechanical composition 
severely restricted font combinations: Monotype typefaces did not 
share a common alignment or set width at a given size, which made 
certain design and size combinations impractical; there was also nor-
mally a restriction of 255 (later 272) characters in a single matrix case. 
Establishing which characters were put into the matrix case, and which 
were omitted for insertion by hand later, required the counting of large 
amounts of text characters to arrive at reliable statistics.⁷² As late as 
1973 considerable effort had to go into the planning of the setting of 
the COD in hot metal: the editor’s specification of a semi-bold as well 
as a bold ruled out composition at the University Press, and could only 
be implemented at William Clowes & Sons Ltd. because they had 
extended 323-character matrix cases, unit-shift, and a modification to 
allow unit-reduction on their casters.⁷³

The computerization of typesetting was slow to change the way 
Oxford dictionaries were compiled. Editorial procedures had changed 
little between the beginning of the OED in the 1880s and the 1960s – 
hand-written slips in the same format as Murray’s were used for the 
last of the OED supplements published in 1986. The computerization 
of the Random House and Oxford Advanced Learner’s dictionaries had if 
anything made life more difficult at the proofreading stage: large print-
outs with codes rather than visual representations of the fonts used 
were supplied instead of galley proofs. There was still a division of 
technology as well as labour between the editorial process, which relied 
on typographically crude print-outs to verify the text, and the produc-
tion process, when the ‘finalized’ text was passed through a typesetting 
machine. The real benefit of computerization came when electronic 
capture and storage of text could allow analysis to provide direct evi-
dence of usage, and when direct keyboarding and visualization of 
entries could take place on screen. 

The largest project to computerize an entire dictionary for both 
 editorial and production reasons was the second edition of the OED. 
The first edition consisted of the original twelve volumes edited by 
Murray, Bradley, Craigie, and Onions to which a supplement was 
added in 1933. This material, and the four supplementary volumes 
edited between 1957 and 1986 by Robert Burchfield, required initial 
data  capture, integration of the supplement material with the first edi-
tion, and the addition of new word material gathered since 1986. 

A database of the entire text was set up, all entries indexed, and each 
component part of each entry identified and tagged using sgml 
 (standard generalized markup language) codes to identify which struc-
tural element it belonged to. This in theory separated the text of the 
OED from its typographic form. Instead of the dictionary’s structure 
being implicit in the print presentation, but not formally expressed, 
the ‘document type definition’ (dtd) – which determined which 

72. Urdang 1988, p. 159. Even the 
324-character matrix cases of American 
Monotype casters could not accommodate 
the 500-odd characters necessary for the 
Random House Dictionary.

73. The contents of the matrix case and 
the list of characters to be added by hand 
were determined by the editor, John 
Sykes, and the composition staff at Clowes 
(correspondence in OUP archives).
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sgml elements were legal components of other elements – became 
the organizing principle of the database. In practice the original edi-
tion’s sequence of elements within entries was retained for the print 
version of the OED second edition: definitions of what constituted a 
structural ‘tag’ and how it related to other tags were therefore strongly 
influenced by the previous typographic presentation of the text. sgml 
tags were of two kinds: those which enclosed struc tural elements and 
those for individual characters. Structural elements such as etymologi-
cal or pronunciation information always have a pair of tags, at the 
beginning and end of the element. Entity references are in dividual 
codes for characters, such as mathematical symbols, for which there 
are no agreed ascii codes, and which are not available on ordin ary com-
puter keyboards. During data-capture opening tags were in serted by 
keyboarding staff on the basis of the typography of the first edition; the 
parsing program which verified the sgml mark-up imposed end tags 
and refined the tag set by adding further structural distinctions.

OED lexicographers worked on the integrated material using text- 
editing tools which enabled them to write, edit, and check cross- 
references before finalizing the text for release to typesetting. With 
typesetting transformed from a data-capture and encoding activity to 
become an implementation of the typography implicit in sgml tags, it 
could be automated to a large extent, but it was still a process separ ate 
from editing. Text had to be exported from the database and passed 
through a series of typesetting and pagination routines which searched 
for and replaced sgml tags with typographic commands. Because 
there was no direct, dynamic link between the editorial and typesetting 
systems, it was impossible for editors to see, for example, the effect of 
editorial changes on the exact length of an entry or alphabetic section 
on their desktop terminals or laser-printers. Editorial workstations and 
proofing devices displayed an emulation of the final page using generic 
fonts, but these did not match the exact fonts, font metrics, or justifi-
cation routines that the typesetting system would produce: for editors 
to see these, the text had to be finalized, exported to the typesetting 
system, and output to bromide. Typeset pages were a reflection of the 
contents of the database, and corrections were not made by changing 
the text once it was on the typesetting system. Corrections or editorial 
reorganization were carried out on the database itself, before a revised 
version of the text was released; further rounds of typographic pro-
cessing led to revised proofs until each part of the text was passed for 
press.

The designer’s role changed as the need to understand the tagging 
structures grew, and typographic specifications changed to become 
‘tags to typography’ listings, which detailed the font, size, and spacing 
for each tagged item. As the process of applying these was by auto -
matic search and replace routines, it was important to determine if any 
combination of tags, or the presence of specific text in tags, required 
a variation from the standard formatting applied to that tag, so that 
these logical departures from the norm could be built into the search 
and replace table. ‘Special characters’, a catch-all name for any unusual 
accent, symbol, maths sort, or non-Latin character, were represented 
in the database by sgml entity references. These characters were 
defined as either non-font dependent (those that have an unchanging 
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glyph wherever they appear, e.g. the + sign) or as font dependent (those 
whose glyphs change, e.g. a dollar sign normally appears in roman or 
bold, seriffed or sans serif as its context demands). 

The typefaces and page design of the OED second edition rely 
 heavily on those of the first edition and the supplementary volumes 
(figure 37). A small-size version of Monotype Imprint series 101 is 

Figure 37. The Oxford English 
Dictionary, second edition 1989. 
(73%)
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used instead of the ‘Oxford’ old style of the first edition; this is darker 
and was more suitable for output to bromide and web-offset printing 
than the Old Style series 2 of the supplementary volumes. Murray’s 
system of variant bolds was preserved: as in the supplementary vol-
umes, Plantin series 194 provides the heaviest weight for headwords, 
and Bold Face series 53 and Antique series 161 the lighter weights for 
sense numbering, variant spellings, and phrases. Entries are separated 
by a line space. Text is set justified, without automatic hyphenation: 
the appearance of the setting produced was reviewed in proof, and dis-
cretionary hyphens introduced to improve the evenness of the setting. 
A ‘curly’ hyphen is used for these discretionary hyphens, and also (in 
quotations) to indicate a hyphen doubtfully present because of line-
end word division in the original source.

Corpus-based dictionaries

Dictionaries before Johnson had relied on introspection and borrow-
ing from other dictionaries and word lists for evidence about the lan-
guage. In the late nineteenth century large-scale reading programmes 
and citation-gathering partly replaced introspection, but had the dis-
advantage that they could not give reliable indications of the relative 
frequency of words in everyday speech and writing. The historical 
 dictionaries’ interest in the early uses of words, or the points at which 
meaning shifts take place, conflicted with providing information about 
the most common meanings in contemporary usage. Establishing this 
is impossible when done manually, but elementary with a computer 
and a corpus, a collection of samples of language held on computer for 
analysis of words, meanings, grammar, and usage. Running a concord-
ance programme on the texts in a corpus will list all the instances of a 
word sorted by either the words that follow or precede it, and will pro-
vide frequency lists and other statistical data about word behaviour.

Interest in corpus-derived information about language, based on an 
emphasis on the communicative functions of language rather that on 
its formal structure, was strongest among teachers of English as a for-
eign language.⁷⁴ Corpora can provide evidence of ‘the central and typi-
cal uses of the language’ – the main concern of a dictionary of current 
usage – and demonstrate the collocation of words, that is, the contexts 
and typical constructions that they are used in, which is of particular 
significance to the language learner. Put simply, words can be defined 
‘by the company they keep’. Importantly, a corpus can provide evi-
dence to determine which patterns are normal, typical, and most 
 frequent.⁷⁵ This integrates the lexical and grammatical functions of a 
dictionary in a way that is quite different from the prescriptive style of 
the eighteenth century. Analysis of verb patterns, for example, shows 
that meaning, traditionally thought to be ‘in the words’, in fact resides 
in patterns such as ‘verb–noun–that’, to the extent that users will infer 
a particular sense of a verb from its use in a particular pattern.⁷⁶ 
Corpora can provide evidence of collocations in addition to idioms and 
fixed phrases, and show contexts where verbs are used transit ively or 
intransitively. In relation to sense-division, they can guide lexicogra-
phers in the ranking and weight they give to various senses of a word.⁷⁷

The first dictionary to be directly based on corpus evidence was the 

74. Stein 1987.
75. Hanks 1996, p. 78.
76. Clear and others 1996, pp. 303–12. 

For a discussion of the degree to which 
typographic coding should be recorded in 
electronically held texts see Triggs 1994. 

77. Hanks 1996, p. 80.
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Collins cobuild English Language Dictionary (CCELD) (1987, figures 
38–9). cobUild was set up in 1980 as a joint project between the pub-
lishers Collins and the School of English at the University of Birming-
ham. Its first corpus was 7.3 million words; the dictionary was based 
on analysis of 20 million UK and US words. Intended to explain the 
current use of the language to the learner of English, the CCELD 
abandoned the style that had been developed by the COD and in large 
part retained, albeit in a more accessible form, by the Collins Dictionary 
of the English Language. Definitions in the CCELD were no longer 
phrased as substitutes for the headword but as complete sentences, for 
example at analyse:

‘if you analyse something … you consider it carefully and in detail in 
order to understand or explain it’ 

Information such as subject-field labels or register labels were inte-
grated into this prose style without the typographical variation typical 
of such metalanguage:

lexical … means concerning the words or vocabulary of a language; 
a technical term in linguistics.

lexicography … is the activity or profession of writing and editing 
 dictionaries; a formal word.

Typographic coding is replaced by a formulaic (if relatively natural) 
use of words. This wordy style had its effect on the coverage of the dic-
tionary: entries were very long, limiting its vocabulary to about 34000 

Figures 38, 39. Collins cobuild  
English Language Dictionary, 1987. 
(50%; detail 100%)
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entries on 1700 pages. The CCELD was set in an inelegant version of 
Times, with an electronically slanted italic.

The grammatical information which was reinforced by corpus evi-
dence was shown in a separate narrow column to the right of the main 
text. This innovation was intended to allow the non-specialist reader to 
concentrate on the main definition, while the teacher or linguist could 
make use of the specialist grammatical information. The readability of 
grammatical patterns in the extra column is marred however by the all- 
capital, telegraphic style in which the grammatical information is set, 
which resembles a piece of computer code or printout. No guidance 
was given at the foot of page to explain the abbreviations used. Verb-
pattern information as such was not a novelty: A. L. Hornby’s 
Idiomatic and Syntactic English Dictionary (later the Oxford Advanced 
Learner’s Dictionary, figure 40) had introduced these in 1942, but as 
codes in the entry which referred to a schema in the  prelims; Hornby 
did not systematize word patterns for other gram matical classes.

Recent design developments

The integration of corpus-derived information into mainstream dic-
tionaries and the extent to which the scope for typography has been 
enhanced by computerized composition and digital fonts is shown by 
comparing the typography of the sixth edition of the COD (1974) with 
that of the New Oxford Dictionary of English (1998). The sixth was the 
first edition of the COD to be edited by full-time lexicographers at 
Oxford University Press, rather than freelancer editors. Competition 
from new rivals such as the Hamlyn Encyclopedic World Dictionary 
(based on Clarence L. Barnhart’s American College Dictionary) 
required a more up-to-date word-list and clearer presentations. 

British dictionary formats were restricted by book trade preference. 
The first edition of the COD had been crown octavo (approximately 
18 × 12 cm), and an increase to demy octavo (21 × 14 cm) was the most 
that would have been acceptable in 1974. The first edition had achieved 
compression at the expense of a clear microstructure. The COD effect-
ively eliminated sense numbering; the verb put in the OED divided 
into 30 senses followed by a further 23 phrasal verbs, in COD all main 
 senses are listed under ‘1.’ and all phrasal verbs are listed under ‘2.’ 
(figure 41). A bold Latin face was used for headwords, and also for 
derived forms, which contrasted well with the text modern. Stress and 
occasional pronunciation information was carried on the headword 
(stress position was by the unusual device of a raised point, normally 
a syllabification indicator). But the (constructed) example phrases, 
which the diction ary relied on to illuminate its terse definitions, were 
set in italic, with the headword reduced to an abbreviation:

purpose … Object, thing intended, as could not effect my p., this will 
answer (or serve) our (or the) p. …

In long runs the combination of italic, abbreviation, and bracketed 
amplifications produced an unnavigable mass. Some relief was pro-
vided in later editions, which introduced more normal sense division, 
although the introduction of the swung dash to replace the headword 
produced almost as telegraphic an effect as the abbreviations it 
 displaced (figure 33).

Figure 40. The Advanced Learner’s 
Dictionary of Current English, 1948. 
Detail showing verb-pattern codes: 
‘P 1’ at alienate, ‘P 21 23’ at alight. 
(75%)

Figure 41. The Concise Oxford 
Dictionary, 1911. Part of entry for put. 
(100%)
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The sixth edition improved navigation within entries by introduc-
ing a secondary bold. Headwords were set in Baskerville bold series 
312, bold items within the entry in Baskerville semibold series 313. 
Although the basic Baskerville roman provided a clear text, albeit one 
with a very small x-height, the differentiation between bold and semi-
bold, especially after the Monotype-set text was repro-pulled and 
printed by web-offset lithography, was minimal (figures 42–3). The 
bold and semibold fonts in any case seem to have been designed to pro-
vide alternative bold faces for series 169, rather than to work together 
as two  distinguishable weights. Their redeeming feature is their visi-
bility: the bold ranging figures used for sense-division numbers stand 
out against the light roman, as does the semibold used for idiomatic 
phrases and regular examples of usage. Simple examples that demon-
strated a pattern rather than a phrase were still set in italics, but these 
were few in number. The advantage gained by this use of semibold was 
compromised by the continuing use of the swung dash, and the inter-
ference of symbols such as the double vertical bar to indicate a usage 
particular to British English. The use of the swung dash also required 
an indicator to be added to the headword where the swung dash stood 

Figure 42. Concise Oxford Dictionary, 
specimen page prepared in 1973 for 
the sixth  edition. Detail of entries for 
game. (100%)

Figure 43. Concise Oxford Dictionary, 
sixth  edition 1973. Detail of entries 
for game. (100%)
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for the base form of the word before inflection.⁷⁸ In these cases the 
reader has the task of decoding the headword and then reconstructing 
the form that the swung dash (and any additional text) is meant to 
 represent:

galvaniz|e … (fig.) ∕e into action, … hence ∕aʹtion

Note that the abbreviated form requires the addition of the e that is not 
included in the base form of the headword to reconstruct the full form 
of the headword. It is difficult to accept the space-saving value of this 
opaque system when the same column includes the lengthy etymology 
(where all elements are in small caps to indicate that entries for these 
words exist elsewhere in the dictionary):

galvanometer … [f. galvanism + -o- + -meter]

A further lack of differentiation occurs with the metalanguage, a by- 
product perhaps of the small typographic repertoire available for such 
a complex task. While the part-of-speech information in abbreviations 
that directly follows the headword is italicized, other grammatical label 
or subject-field label information is in the base roman font, within 
parentheses. This adds to the considerable number of parentheses, 
some of which are nested:

game … spirited (die² ∕; as ∕ as Ned Kelly, (Austral. colloq.) 
very brave);

Problems occur when the whole of an element within an entry  cannot 
be typographically coded in its ‘natural’ form. In the example above 
(taken from the specimen pages), the cross-reference coding of small 
capitals overrides the bold used for phrases, and the swung dash, which 
does not vary according to its typographic context, cannot really indi-
cate any style at all. Die game, as the reader must reconstruct it, loses 
all the typographic marking that distinguishes it as a phrase. All this 
 jeopardizes the reader’s perception of the phrase die game as having 
a similar status to the phrase as game as Ned Kelly, but not the same 
geo graphic currency. The solution adopted in the printed book was to 
spell out ‘die² game’ – clarity was achieved at the expense of consis -
tency. In short, while the precision of the text is not in doubt and the 
attempt to provide the reader with a visible form of navigation is a 
 genuine one, the amount of decoding and reconstruction that the 
 reader has to do makes this a daunting dictionary to consult.

The New Oxford Dictionary of English (NODE), based on corpus 
evidence and recent research in the nature and organization of the lexi-
con in psychology, cognitive linguistics, and philosophy of language, 
uses a greater range of typographic effects than the earlier COD.⁷⁹ 
The most significant are the use of paragraphing within the entry, 
which allows signalling by type size, indent, and marginal mark, and 
a rigorous attempt to minimize ambiguity by separating the typefaces 
used for definition and information text from those used for meta-
language. Digital typesetting has removed the earlier constraints of 
font availability, and sgml mark-up has provided a tagging structure 
to which a complex typography can be mapped (figures 44–6).

NODE provides a more complex sequence of sense definitions that 
the linear model followed by COD. Senses are not only numbered, but 
follow a branching tree system where each main meaning (‘core sense’) 
is followed by subsidiary meanings (‘subsenses’) that are related to it. 

78. See Svensén 1993, p. 221.
79. The corpus used was the British 

National Corpus of about 100 million 
words.
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Figure 44. New Oxford Dictionary of 
English, 1998. (82%)
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NODE achieves this through a system of paragraphed sense divisions 
in the style of the OED. Main senses are numbered, using an extra bold 
sans serif figure; the subsidiary senses have their own paragraph, 
indented and in smaller type. Subsidiary senses run on within their 
paragraph, separated by a solid black square. The main numbered 
senses are equivalent to the OED’s numbered sense divisions, and 
there is an equivalent higher level of division by grammatical category 
(part of speech). Grammatical categories are not numbered, but are 
introduced by a right-pointing solid black arrowhead. Subsequent 
grammatical categories again begin new paragraphs, but the arrow-
head hangs on the same alignment as the headword itself, reinforcing 
its status as a ‘repeat’ of the headword. The grammatical category 
 divisions are thus clearly distinguished, as are the subsidiary senses, 
but neither utilize a level of numbering, so that only a single level of 
sense-division numbers is required. The grammatical category labels 
following the arrowhead are spelt out in full.

Metalanguage is presented, with two exceptions, in a light con-
densed sans serif that has a tendency to recede visually, thereby giving 
prominence to the stronger serif type of the definitions. The excep-
tions are those items which are structurally significant for the entry. 
The first exception is the grammatical category labels that follow the 

Figure 45. New Oxford Dictionary of 
English, 1998. Detail of entry for 
 compound showing a usage note. 
(100%)

Figure 46. New Oxford Dictionary of 
English, 1998. Detail of entry for push 
showing phrasal verbs. (100%)
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arrowhead marker, which are set in a bold condensed sans serif to 
re inforce each major division of the entry. The second is the small- 
capitals labels that introduce paragraphs of phrases, derivatives, and 
origin. These are reinforced by a short marginal rule, again hanging 
on the same alignment at the headword. Definition text is set in 
 seriffed roman, with seriffed italic for examples. Within these, bold 
italic is used to indicate a fixed phrase or idiom, as opposed to an 
illustrative quotation from the corpus. All variant forms, derived 
forms, and  compounds use a smaller size of the extra bold sans serif 
used for  headwords. 

Encyclopedic and usage information is separated off from the 
main definitions, and set in a tinted panel. Such ‘features’ have 
always been a part of marketing dictionaries, and can be treated as 
integral but visibly different parts of the entry proper, as in NODE, 

Figure 47. Encarta World Dictionary, 
1999. (92%)
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or set in a way that leaves them visually stranded, as in the Encarta 
World Dictionary (figure 45). In the latter, the visual impact of the 
heading and rules that distinguish encyclopedic and usage information 
(oddly called ‘word keys’) detaches these items from the entry to which 
they belong. Encarta’s potentially useful sense-discrimination labels 
also suffers from a crudeness of typographic format: while the bold 
condensed sans serif font is highly visible and gives clear punctuation 
and structuring to the entry, the all-caps style is uncomfortable. These 
sense-discrimination labels also seem to be con fused with register 
labels, so that the entry for lame is apparently divided:

lame … 1. offensive term … 2. offensive term …  
3. unconvincing … 4. offensive term …

Interestingly, while every single subsense of lame is considered poten-
tially or actually offensive by Encarta, none are by NODE, which uses 
the more traditional sense divisions of:

1 (of a person or animal) 
2 (of an explanation or excuse)

The tenth edition of the Concise Oxford Dictionary, published in 
2000, is based on NODE, and has a similar, but more compressed, 
design (figure 48). Core senses and subsenses are run on, separate 
 paragraphs only being used for phrases, derivatives, and origin. Abbre-
viations are used for grammatical terms and in etymologies. The use 
of graphic marks to establish the status of following text has not been 
standardized between COD and NODE, although the structures the 
marks indicate are the same: grammatical categories are signalled by 
arrowheads in NODE, by bullets in COD; subsenses by solid squares 
in NODE, by arrowheads in COD. 

Pointers for the future
NODE shows that the text design of British dictionaries is currently 
more advanced than that of American trade dictionaries, where the last 
real innovator in presentation was the American Heritage Dictionary 
(1969). The American Heritage Dictionary lacks the branching-tree 
sense-division of NODE and the sense-discrimination labels of 
Encarta; entries are contained in single paragraphs with the exception 
of synonym and usage information, which are contained in separate 
ruled-off paragraphs. The American Heritage’s strength seems to lie in 
the clarity of its illustrations, most of which are, it seems, photographic 
updatings of images in the familiar Century and Webster idiom, and a 
particularly generous page design (figure 49). In common with other 
contempor ary American reference books, the American Heritage’s 
choice of typefaces and layout detail strikes a British designer as 
 magazine-like: Futura bold is used for headwords, and a centred 
 alignment is used for illustration captions. 

If the American Heritage and Encarta dictionaries represent the state 
of the art in dictionary illustration, it is clear that the next challenge for 
designers will be the integration of images that go beyond the conven-
tional thumbnail drawings or photographs of plant and animal species, 
architectural features, and heraldic terms. The description of language 
in English dictionaries is more and more concerned with the context 

Figure 48. Concise Oxford Dictionary, 
tenth edition 2000. (100%)
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and application of the lexis rather than isolated definitions, and there 
is surely scope for illustrations which can show connections and pro-
cesses, and more abstract concepts, as well as taxonomies.

NODE in many ways represents a return to the more explicit typo-
graphic presentation of Johnson and the OED, with clearly defined 
paragraph structures within each entry replacing the often lengthy 
 single-paragraph entries of the earlier compact dictionaries. This ver-
tical articulation of entries can also be seen in bilingual dictionaries 
such as the Oxford Starter French Dictionary (1997, figure 50) and the 
Oxford English–Hebrew Dictionary (1996, figure 51), and seems to pro-
vide the way forward for dictionary typography. As corpus evidence 
provides more context ual information about word usage, the role of 
typography in guiding the reader through senses and subsenses to the 
required meaning will become more important, even in the smallest 
English dictionaries.

The status of English as a world language puts a particular demand 

Figure 49. American Heritage 
Dictionary, 1992. (58%)
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on English dictionaries, even allowing for the fact that most learners of 
English as a foreign language do so with specialist learner’s dictionar-
ies. Randolph Quirk was able to define a dictionary in 1973 as

a definition-specifying register of the linguistic or generic (as opposed to 
the proper) words of the national (as opposed to regional) standard (as 
opposed to slang) language.⁸⁰

Dictionaries, even small dictionaries, are under pressure to encompass 
more than this: Caribbean, South African, and Australian English have 
now being recorded and described with as much care as British or 
American usage, and parts of these vocabularies need to be incor-
porated into what were seen as ‘standard’ English dictionaries. Trade 
dictionaries are published with much marketing hype – the words that 
are ‘in’ and the words that are ‘out’ of a new edition are discussed on 
the news pages of daily newspapers, not just in book reviews. There is 
pressure on page designs to be ‘feature-rich’, to give a marketing edge. 
This can distort the hierarchy of information values, as it does in the 
Encarta dictionary, or be kept under control, as it is in the COD tenth 
edition. Typography that clearly separates metalanguage and quota-
tion from definition, that can clearly reflect structures of meaning and 
instantly indicate the status of usage, cope with demands for ‘interest’ 
on the page, and can still pass the traditional tests of legibility, com-
pactness, and printability, will remain essential. 

80. ‘The social impact of dictionaries in 
the UK’, in Raven I. McDavid and Audrey 
R. Duckert, Lexicography in English. 
Annals of the New York Academy of 
Sciences,  (1973) cited in Bailey 1987, 
p. 127. Quirk describes widely-held beliefs 
about the authority, unity, and prescriptive 
nature of the dictionary.

Figure 50. Oxford Starter French 
Dictionary, 1997, detail. (90%)

Figure 51. Oxford English–Hebrew 
Dictionary, 1996. (55%)
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